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Software License
The terms and conditions for using this software are described in the software license contained in the acknowledgment to your purchase order or, to the 
extent applicable, to any reseller agreement or end-user purchase agreement executed between you and Juniper Networks. By using this software, you 
indicate that you understand and agree to be bound by those terms and conditions.

Generally speaking, the software license restricts the manner in which you are permitted to use the software and may contain prohibitions against certain 
uses. The software license may state conditions under which the license is automatically terminated. You should consult the license for further details.

For complete product documentation, please see the Juniper Networks Web site at www.juniper.net/techpubs.

End User License Agreement

READ THIS END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (“AGREEMENT”) BEFORE DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, OR USING THE SOFTWARE. BY 
DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, OR USING THE SOFTWARE OR OTHERWISE EXPRESSING YOUR AGREEMENT TO THE TERMS CONTAINED 
HEREIN, YOU (AS CUSTOMER OR IF YOU ARE NOT THE CUSTOMER, AS A REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT AUTHORIZED TO BIND THE 
CUSTOMER) CONSENT TO BE BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT OR CANNOT AGREE TO THE TERMS CONTAINED HEREIN, 
THEN (A) DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, OR USE THE SOFTWARE, AND (B) YOU MAY CONTACT JUNIPER NETWORKS REGARDING LICENSE 
TERMS. 

1. The Parties. The parties to this Agreement are (i) Juniper Networks, Inc. (if the Customer’s principal office is located in the Americas) or Juniper 
Networks (Cayman) Limited (if the Customer’s principal office is located outside the Americas) (such applicable entity being referred to herein as 
“Juniper”), and (ii) the person or organization that originally purchased from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller the applicable license(s) for 
use of the Software (“Customer”) (collectively, the “Parties”). 

2. The Software. In this Agreement, “Software” means the program modules and features of the Juniper or Juniper-supplied software, for which 
Customer has paid the applicable license or support fees to Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller, or which was embedded by Juniper in 
equipment which Customer purchased from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller. “Software” also includes updates, upgrades and new 
releases of such software. “Embedded Software” means Software which Juniper has embedded in or loaded onto the Juniper equipment and any 
updates, upgrades, additions or replacements which are subsequently embedded in or loaded onto the equipment.

3. License Grant. Subject to payment of the applicable fees and the limitations and restrictions set forth herein, Juniper grants to Customer a non-
exclusive and non-transferable license, without right to sublicense, to use the Software, in executable form only, subject to the following use 
restrictions:

a. Customer shall use Embedded Software solely as embedded in, and for execution on, Juniper equipment originally purchased by Customer 
from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller.

b. Customer shall use the Software on a single hardware chassis having a single processing unit, or as many chassis or processing units for 
which Customer has paid the applicable license fees; provided, however, with respect to the Steel-Belted Radius or Odyssey Access Client 
software only, Customer shall use such Software on a single computer containing a single physical random access memory space and 
containing any number of processors. Use of the Steel-Belted Radius or IMS AAA software on multiple computers or virtual machines (e.g., 
Solaris zones) requires multiple licenses, regardless of whether such computers or virtualizations are physically contained on a single 
chassis. 

c. Product purchase documents, paper or electronic user documentation, and/or the particular licenses purchased by Customer may specify 
limits to Customer’s use of the Software. Such limits may restrict use to a maximum number of seats, registered endpoints, concurrent users, 
sessions, calls, connections, subscribers, clusters, nodes, realms, devices, links, ports or transactions, or require the purchase of separate 
licenses to use particular features, functionalities, services, applications, operations, or capabilities, or provide throughput, performance, 
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configuration, bandwidth, interface, processing, temporal, or geographical limits. In addition, such limits may restrict the use of the Software 
to managing certain kinds of networks or require the Software to be used only in conjunction with other specific Software. Customer’s use of 
the Software shall be subject to all such limitations and purchase of all applicable licenses.    

d. For any trial copy of the Software, Customer’s right to use the Software expires 30 days after download, installation or use of the Software. 
Customer may operate the Software after the 30-day trial period only if Customer pays for a license to do so. Customer may not extend or 
create an additional trial period by re-installing the Software after the 30-day trial period.

e. The Global Enterprise Edition of the Steel-Belted Radius software may be used by Customer only to manage access to Customer’s 
enterprise network. Specifically, service provider customers are expressly prohibited from using the Global Enterprise Edition of the Steel-
Belted Radius software to support any commercial network access services. 

The foregoing license is not transferable or assignable by Customer. No license is granted herein to any user who did not originally purchase the 
applicable license(s) for the Software from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller. 

4. Use Prohibitions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the license provided herein does not permit the Customer to, and Customer agrees not to and 
shall not: (a) modify, unbundle, reverse engineer, or create derivative works based on the Software; (b) make unauthorized copies of the Software 
(except as necessary for backup purposes); (c) rent, sell, transfer, or grant any rights in and to any copy of the Software, in any form, to any third 
party; (d) remove any proprietary notices, labels, or marks on or in any copy of the Software or any product in which the Software is embedded; (e) 
distribute any copy of the Software to any third party, including as may be embedded in Juniper equipment sold in the secondhand market; (f) use 
any ‘locked’ or key-restricted feature, function, service, application, operation, or capability without first purchasing the applicable license(s) and 
obtaining a valid key from Juniper, even if such feature, function, service, application, operation, or capability is enabled without a key; (g) distribute 
any key for the Software provided by Juniper to any third party; (h) use the Software in any manner that extends or is broader than the uses 
purchased by Customer from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller; (i) use Embedded Software on non-Juniper equipment; (j) use Embedded 
Software (or make it available for use) on Juniper equipment that the Customer did not originally purchase from Juniper or an authorized Juniper 
reseller; (k) disclose the results of testing or benchmarking of the Software to any third party without the prior written consent of Juniper; or (l) use 
the Software in any manner other than as expressly provided herein.

5. Audit. Customer shall maintain accurate records as necessary to verify compliance with this Agreement. Upon request by Juniper, Customer shall 
furnish such records to Juniper and certify its compliance with this Agreement.

6. Confidentiality. The Parties agree that aspects of the Software and associated documentation are the confidential property of Juniper. As such, 
Customer shall exercise all reasonable commercial efforts to maintain the Software and associated documentation in confidence, which at a 
minimum includes restricting access to the Software to Customer employees and contractors having a need to use the Software for Customer’s 
internal business purposes.

7. Ownership. Juniper and Juniper’s licensors, respectively, retain ownership of all right, title, and interest (including copyright) in and to the 
Software, associated documentation, and all copies of the Software. Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a transfer or conveyance of any right, 
title, or interest in the Software or associated documentation, or a sale of the Software, associated documentation, or copies of the Software. 

8. Warranty, Limitation of Liability, Disclaimer of Warranty. The warranty applicable to the Software shall be as set forth in the warranty statement 
that accompanies the Software (the “Warranty Statement”). Nothing in this Agreement shall give rise to any obligation to support the Software. 
Support services may be purchased separately. Any such support shall be governed by a separate, written support services agreement. TO THE 
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, JUNIPER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA, OR COSTS OR 
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING 
OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY JUNIPER OR JUNIPER-SUPPLIED SOFTWARE. IN NO EVENT SHALL JUNIPER BE 
LIABLE FOR DAMAGES ARISING FROM UNAUTHORIZED OR IMPROPER USE OF ANY JUNIPER OR JUNIPER-SUPPLIED SOFTWARE. 
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN THE WARRANTY STATEMENT TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, JUNIPER DISCLAIMS ANY 
AND ALL WARRANTIES IN AND TO THE SOFTWARE (WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE), INCLUDING ANY 
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT DOES 
JUNIPER WARRANT THAT THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY EQUIPMENT OR NETWORK RUNNING THE SOFTWARE, WILL OPERATE WITHOUT 
ERROR OR INTERRUPTION, OR WILL BE FREE OF VULNERABILITY TO INTRUSION OR ATTACK. In no event shall Juniper’s or its suppliers’ 
or licensors’ liability to Customer, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of warranty, or otherwise, exceed the price paid by 
Customer for the Software that gave rise to the claim, or if the Software is embedded in another Juniper product, the price paid by Customer for 
such other product. Customer acknowledges and agrees that Juniper has set its prices and entered into this Agreement in reliance upon the 
disclaimers of warranty and the limitations of liability set forth herein, that the same reflect an allocation of risk between the Parties (including the 
risk that a contract remedy may fail of its essential purpose and cause consequential loss), and that the same form an essential basis of the 
bargain between the Parties.

9. Termination. Any breach of this Agreement or failure by Customer to pay any applicable fees due shall result in automatic termination of the 
license granted herein. Upon such termination, Customer shall destroy or return to Juniper all copies of the Software and related documentation in 
Customer’s possession or control. 

10. Taxes. All license fees payable under this agreement are exclusive of tax.   Customer shall be responsible for paying Taxes arising from the 
purchase of the license, or importation or use of the Software. If applicable, valid exemption documentation for each taxing jurisdiction shall be 
provided to Juniper prior to invoicing, and Customer shall promptly notify Juniper if their exemption is revoked or modified. All payments made by 
Customer shall be net of any applicable withholding tax.   Customer will provide reasonable assistance to Juniper in connection with such 
withholding taxes by promptly: providing Juniper with valid tax receipts and other required documentation showing Customer’s payment of any 
withholding taxes; completing appropriate applications that would reduce the amount of withholding tax to be paid; and notifying and assisting 
Juniper in any audit or tax proceeding related to transactions hereunder. Customer shall comply with all applicable tax laws and regulations, and 
Customer will promptly pay or reimburse Juniper for all costs and damages related to any liability incurred by Juniper as a result of Customer’s 
non-compliance or delay with its responsibilities herein. Customer’s obligations under this Section shall survive termination or expiration of this 
Agreement. 

11. Export. Customer agrees to comply with all applicable export laws and restrictions and regulations of any United States and any applicable foreign 
agency or authority, and not to export or re-export the Software or any direct product thereof in violation of any such restrictions, laws or 
regulations, or without all necessary approvals. Customer shall be liable for any such violations. The version of the Software supplied to Customer 
may contain encryption or other capabilities restricting Customer’s ability to export the Software without an export license. 

12. Commercial Computer Software. The Software is “commercial computer software” and is provided with restricted rights. Use, duplication, or 
disclosure by the United States government is subject to restrictions set forth in this Agreement and as provided in DFARS 227.7201 through 
227.7202-4, FAR 12.212, FAR 27.405(b)(2), FAR 52.227-19, or FAR 52.227-14(ALT III) as applicable.
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13. Interface Information. To the extent required by applicable law, and at Customer's written request, Juniper shall provide Customer with the 
interface information needed to achieve interoperability between the Software and another independently created program, on payment of 
applicable fee, if any. Customer shall observe strict obligations of confidentiality with respect to such information and shall use such information in 
compliance with any applicable terms and conditions upon which Juniper makes such information available.

14. Third Party Software. Any licensor of Juniper whose software is embedded in the Software and any supplier of Juniper whose products or 
technology are embedded in (or services are accessed by) the Software shall be a third party beneficiary with respect to this Agreement, and such 
licensor or vendor shall have the right to enforce this Agreement in its own name as if it were Juniper. In addition, certain third party software may 
be provided with the Software and is subject to the accompanying license(s), if any, of its respective owner(s). To the extent portions of the 
Software are distributed under and subject to open source licenses obligating Juniper to make the source code for such portions publicly available 
(such as the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU Library General Public License (“LGPL”)), Juniper will make such source code 
portions (including Juniper modifications, as appropriate) available upon request for a period of up to three years from the date of distribution. Such 
request can be made in writing to Juniper Networks, Inc., 1194 N. Mathilda Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94089, ATTN: General Counsel. You may obtain 
a copy of the GPL at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html, and a copy of the LGPL at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html. 

15. Miscellaneous. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of California without reference to its conflicts of laws principles. The 
provisions of the U.N. Convention for the International Sale of Goods shall not apply to this Agreement. For any disputes arising under this 
Agreement, the Parties hereby consent to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, the state and federal courts within Santa Clara 
County, California. This Agreement constitutes the entire and sole agreement between Juniper and the Customer with respect to the Software, and 
supersedes all prior and contemporaneous agreements relating to the Software, whether oral or written (including any inconsistent terms 
contained in a purchase order), except that the terms of a separate written agreement executed by an authorized Juniper representative and 
Customer shall govern to the extent such terms are inconsistent or conflict with terms contained herein. No modification to this Agreement nor any 
waiver of any rights hereunder shall be effective unless expressly assented to in writing by the party to be charged. If any portion of this Agreement 
is held invalid, the Parties agree that such invalidity shall not affect the validity of the remainder of this Agreement. This Agreement and associated 
documentation has been written in the English language, and the Parties agree that the English version will govern. (For Canada: Les parties aux 
présentés confirment leur volonté que cette convention de même que tous les documents y compris tout avis qui s'y rattaché, soient redigés en 
langue anglaise. (Translation: The parties confirm that this Agreement and all related documentation is and will be in the English language)).
4 Copyright © 2010, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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Release 2.0.3

These Release Notes include information about the changes between Juniper Networks
Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.2 and Release 2.0.3. Before you use your new software,
read these Release Notes in their entirety, especially the sections New Features and Known
Issues. The following information is provided:

• VXA Series: Upgrading to the Latest Release

• Release Installation for Generic Hardware

• Media Flow Controller Generic Hardware Guidelines

• Requesting Technical Support

• Release Overview

• New Features

• Known Behavior

• Known Issues

• Resolved Known Issues

• Documentation Errata and Additions

• Related Documentation

Important! Please see the Media Flow Controller 2.0.2 Release Notes for additional
information.

VXA Series: Upgrading to the Latest Release
We recommend that you upgrade to the latest Media Flow Controller software before
configuring and using a VXA Series Media Flow Engine. 
This document describes upgrading VXA Series Media Flow Controller from Release 2.0.2 to
Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.3.
Important! This upgrade is recommended for Media Flow Controller. It is not recommended,
or available, for Media Flow Manager.
You obtain the Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.3 upgrade image from the Juniper
Networks Download page at:

http://www.juniper.net/support/products/mediaflow 

Either download the image to your server, or copy the URL of the image.

Connecting and Logging In
You can connect to the command line interface (CLI) with SSH, Telnet (once enabled, Telnet
is disabled by default), or serial console using the IP address of your Media Flow Controller.
The appliance responds with a login prompt. Enter admin as the user; there is no default
Copyright © 2010, Juniper Networks, Inc. VXA Series: Upgrading to the Latest Release 7
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password. After you have connected, you must enter enable (for Enable mode) and then
configure terminal (for Configure mode) in order to begin upgrading Media Flow Controller.

Basic Network Connectivity Configurations
Before upgrading the Media Flow Controller software, the network connectivity must be set up.
If you have not already set up the basic network connectivity, follow these steps. At a
minimum, you must assign eth0 an interface protocol (IP) address, then the appliance can be
remotely accessed and  upgraded.

1. Log in as admin
There is no default password. 

2. Enter configuration mode.
enable 
configure terminal 

3. Set the IP address of eth0.
interface eth0 ip address <management_port_IP_address> <netmask>

4. Optionally, set hostname, gateway, DNS server, a domain list (to resolve unqualified 
hostnames), and NTP server. Install licenses, if you have the license keys. Restart the 
delivery service so changes are registered. Save the settings when you are finished.
hostname <hostname_for_machine>
ip default-gateway <gateway_server_IP_address>
ip name-server <DNS_server_IP_address>
ip domain-list <domain_name_for_resolving_hostnames> ...
ntp server <NTP_server_IP_address>
license install <license_key>
service restart mod_delivery
configuration write 

5. Display the software release. If you have installed licenses, check those, too. Installed 
licenses display Valid: yes, Start and End dates: <date> (ok), and Tied to MAC addr: 
<address> (ok) when the show license command is issued.
show version
show license

6. Sanity check: From another machine attempt to ping each address, and open an SSH 
session to the server as Admin. 

You are now ready to begin configuring Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller. See the
Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command Reference
for details.

Upgrading with the Web-Based Management Console
You can use the Web-based Management Console, System Config > Upgrade page to
easily upgrade your system if you have an install image URL or have obtained the image and
installed it locally. 
Important! After upgrading to the image using the System Config > Upgrade page, you must
go to the System Config > Reboot page and reboot your system for the upgrade to complete.
8 VXA Series: Upgrading to the Latest Release Copyright © 2010, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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Upgrading with the CLI
To upgrade your system using the CLI:

1. From Enable or Configure mode (see “Connecting and Logging In ), fetch the 
configuration upgrade image file using the Juniper Networks URL.
image fetch <URL>/<filename>

2. Install the image.
image install <filename>

3. Verify which boot image contains the upgrade.
show images

4. Switch to the boot partition containing the upgrade image, if needed.
image boot next

5. Reboot to that partition.
reload

6. Verify that the new image is booted.
show version

Reinstalling the VXA Series Media Flow Solution Software
Juniper Networks Media Flow Solution products come with a USB thumb drive that you can 
use to restore the same image installed on the system. To do this, find the restore thumb drive 
that came with your system and insert it. If restoring Media Flow Controller, you see:

Enter 'root' and press <Enter> at the login prompt
(none) login: root

BusyBox v1.00 (2008.12.21-08:07+0000) Built-in shell (ash)
Enter 'help' for a list of built-in commands.

Processing /etc/profile... Done

         Welcome to Juniper's Media Flow Controller Installation

Hardware detected:
    Model name:    VXA1002
    Serial number: 0280042012
    Model number:  0280
    RAM:           8 GB

Press 1 to Install Media Flow Controller.
Press 2 to Restore Media Flow Controller.
Press 3 to Exit without installing or restoring.

Note:
    Install will delete all cached data.
    Restore attempts to keep cached data.

Enter 1, 2 or 3 and press return : 1
Starting the install/restore process >>>

Warning : Installation process could take anywhere from 10 minutes to
even more than an hour depending on the number and size of the disks.
In between you might not see any messages being printed and that is 
normal.
VXA Series: Upgrading to the Latest Release 9
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Please expect long pauses and be patient.
...

The Media Flow Manager restore menu is similar. After choosing 1 or 2, the installation
proceeds (this can take a few minutes) until this prompt is displayed:

Installation completed.
Press return to shutdown the system.

Press Return and the system shuts down. Then, boot up the machine and the Media Flow
Solution software sets up the system. This can take a long time while it formats the hard disks,
depending on the number and the size and speed of the disks.
After the system has formatted, it displays a login prompt. Enter the default credentials, admin
/ no password (leave blank). An "unconfigured" prompt is displayed in Standard mode; enter
enable to go to Enable mode and, then, configure terminal to go to Configure mode. Set an
IP address for eth0, interface eth0 ip address <address> <netmask_or_length>, and then
the appliance can be accessed and configured remotely. See the appropriate administrator’s
guide for additional information.

Release Installation for Generic Hardware
Complete procedures for installing the system software on generic hardware are available in
the Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller and Media Flow Manager Installation Guide.
New software releases are available for download from the Juniper Networks website at 
http://www.juniper.net/support/products/mediaflow. You can use the downloaded image
bundle to create your own software CDs (for generic hardware installations only).

Media Flow Controller Generic Hardware Guidelines
This section provides information on the way Media Flow Controller works with Host Bus
Adapters/Hard Drive Controllers.

Host Bus Adapter / Hard Drive Controller
Media Flow Controller does not natively support RAID of any kind on any hard drive or
combination of hard drives. We recommend that ALL hard disk drives (HDDs) are configured
in "Just a Bunch of Disks" (JBOD) mode with write-cache disabled, regardless of controller
battery.
At initialization, Media Flow Controller attempts to uniquely identify each HDD by its
manufacturer-given serial number. This allows caches, the physical disks to which Media Flow
Controller writes cached data, to be removed and reinserted into a system without data loss or
the need to re-initialize. Also, because Media Flow Controller is able to uniquely identify
caches, they may be transferred to to another Media Flow Controller (removed from one
physical server and inserted in another running the same version of Media Flow Controller).
This lets you hot-swap caches for either new HDDs (provided the controller supports
hot-swap) or existing caches—without interrupting content delivery or restarting Media Flow
Controller.
Media Flow Controller also attempts to identify the HDD type: SAS, SATA, or SSD. With this
information, Media Flow Controller assigns a cache tier to each cache. Cache tiers are the
10 Release Installation for Generic Hardware Copyright © 2010, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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way Media Flow Controller divides the storage of “hot content” (frequently accessed) from
“long-tail content” (infrequently accessed).
Important! With RAID enabled, Media Flow Controller cannot determine HDD’s serial
number, or type.

Choosing a Controller for Your Media Flow Controller
Media Flow Controller has been tested with, and supports, a wide range of Host Bus Adapters
(HBAs) including those made by Intel™, 3ware™, LSI™, Adaptec™ as well as OEM (original
equipment manufacturer) cards by IBM™, HP™ (SmartArray™), Dell™ (Perc™), Sun™, and
the controllers typically found in SuperMicro™ based systems.
The best controller for your Media Flow Controller depends upon the number and type of
HDDs in your system, as well as factors such as connecting to an external JBOD. Generically,
Media Flow Controller is most compatible with HBAs that support standard SCSI pass-
through, assign standard Linux device names (that is, /dev/sda, /dev/sdb, and so forth), and
allow arrays of one physical disk to be created.

Configuring the Controller and Arrays for Optimum Performance
For controllers that require arrays or virtual disks to be defined before physical disks are
presented to the BIOS, and so to the operating system, and be set as bootable, you must
configure the Controller BIOS to prepare the hard drives to be caches. To do this:

• Set up each physical HDD as an individual array or virtual disk (sometimes you must set 
up a RAID 0 of one drive).

• Disable write-cache.

For controllers that do not require arrays or virtual disks to be defined (that is, LSI 1068e with
Software RAID disabled), no explicit configuration is required.

Requesting Technical Support
Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance
Center (JTAC). If you are a customer with an active J-Care or JNASC support contract, or are
covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and
resources online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC Policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, 
review the JTAC User Guide located at 
http://www.juniper.net/customers/support/downloads/710059.pdf 

• Product Warranties—For product warranty information, visit 
http://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/ 

• JTAC Hours of Operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week, 365 days a year.
Requesting Technical Support 11
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Self-Help Online Tools and Resources
For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service 
portal called the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: 
http://www.juniper.net/customers/support/ 

• Search for known bugs: 
http://www2.juniper.net/kb/ 

• Find product documentation: 
http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/ 

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: 
http://kb.juniper.net/ 

• Download the latest releases of software and review release notes: 
http://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/ 

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications: 
https://www.juniper.net/alerts/ 

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum: 
http://www.juniper.net/company/communities/ 

• Open a case online in the CSC Case Manager: 
http://www.juniper.net/cm/ 

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement
(SNE) Tool located at 
https://tools.juniper.net/SerialNumberEntitlementSearch/ 

Opening a Case with JTAC
You can open a case with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Use the Case Manager tool in the CSC at 
http://www.juniper.net/cm/ 

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC 
(1-888-314-5822 – toll free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico)

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, visit
http://www.juniper.net/support/requesting-support.html 

Release Overview
These Release Notes cover Release 2.0.3 of the Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller
system software and contain the following sections.

• New Features

• Known Behavior

• Known Issues

• Resolved Known Issues
12 Release Overview Copyright © 2010, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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• Documentation Errata and Additions

• Related Documentation

Note! If the information in these Release Notes differs from the information found in the
published documentation set, follow these Release Notes.

New Features
Release 2.0.3 introduces some changes and several fixes for known issues from lower-
numbered releases. This section describes the features and fixes provided in Release 2.0.3. 
Note! Release 2.0.0 and Release 2.0.1 were released earlier for controlled usage such as
evaluation, proof-of-concept, and so forth. Release 2.0.2 or Release 2.0.3 are the
recommended releases for large-scale deployments.
Important! Please see the Media Flow Controller 2.0.2 Release Notes for additional
information.

Release 2.0.3 includes the feature changes and fixes described in this section:

• Commands

• Media Cache

• Namespace Revalidate-Always

• TXqueuelen

• Virtual Proxy > Transparent Proxy

Commands
In Release 2.0.3, these commands and subcommands are new:

• aaa authentication login default ldap 
You can now use LDAP for authentication.

• cli session terminal resize, and terminal resize

Change the CLI  terminal size. 

• cli session x-display full

Set the display to use for X Windows applications.
• collect counter detail <pattern> frequency <value> duration <value>

Special debugging tool for use with Customer Support. See Using the collect counter 
Command for more information.

• interface txqueuelen

Transmit Queue Length. Control the amount of data queued up for transmission. Use for 
performance tuning.

• ip dhcp hostname and ip dhcp send-hostname 

Configure an alternate hostname for the DHCP client to send to the server during DHCP 
negotiation and configure whether the DHCP client should send a hostname to the server. 
These commands work together.   
New Features 13
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• ldap base-dn, ldap bind-dn, ldap bind-password, ldap host, ldap host order 
last, ldap host order, ldap login-attribute, ldap port, ldap scope one-
level, ldap scope subtree, ldap timeout, and ldap version
You can now set up LDAP authentication.

• namespace <name> delivery protocol http client-request cache-hit 
action revalidate-always  
Specify that requested objects in cache always trigger a time-stamp revalidation; for 
Transparent proxy namespaces only. Default is disabled. Note! The namespace <name> 
object revalidate all command is not executable when revalidate-always is configured 
as it is configurable only for T-proxy namespaces.

• namespace <name> delivery protocol http origin-fetch http eod-on-close

Enable or disable the option to detect the end-of-data in case the origin is a transcoder 
that provides an invalid content-length in the beginning of the fetch. When enabled, this 
option uses the “connection close” from origin as end of data and modifies the content 
length to the actual length received when caching the object.

• network syn-cookie half-open-conn

Define the number of half-open connections the Media Flow Controller delivery module 
can handle. After Media Flow Controller starts listening on the server socket, the value 
cannot be changed unless the LISTEN socket of the delivery module is re-initialized 
(service restart of mod-delivery). Default value is 1024.

• ssh server x11-forwarding enable

Enable or disable (with no) x11 forwarding for this SSH server.   

• stats chd <chd_ID> enable and stats sample <sample_ID> enable

Enable or disable (with no) stats CHDs (computed historical datapoints) and samples. 

Media Cache
A 10-second interval has been imposed between successive media-cache commands.
Because the disk-related commands take more system resources and time, we recommend
that you do not enter these commands in quick succession.  With this release, you can enter a
disk command only after 10 seconds from the time of invocation of another disk-related
command 

Namespace Revalidate-Always
The revalidate-always feature is disabled by default. It is configurable only for Transparent
proxy (T-proxy) namespaces and an error is displayed if this configuration is attempted on an
namespace that has not already been set as a T-proxy. This feature enables Media Flow
Controller to revalidate objects in the cache whenever a client requests that object. This
happens even if the object in cache is not expired. If the origin response is positive, the object
is updated in the cache. In case of negative responses, the object in cache is deleted.
Relevant commands:
To enable:

namespace <name> delivery protocol http client-request cache-hit action 
revalidate-always
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To disable:
namespace <name> delivery protocol http no client-request cache-hit action 

revalidate-always

Or:
namespace <name> no delivery protocol http client-request cache-hit action 

revalidate-always

Note! The namespace <name> object revalidate all command is not executable when 
revalidate-always is configured as it is configurable only for T-proxy namespaces.

TXqueuelen
This command has been made visible. With this command you can set the txqueuelen
(transmit queue length) of the interface manually. The command syntax:

interface <interface_name> txqueuelen <number>

Virtual Proxy > Transparent Proxy
The show namespace output has been modified to display Proxy-mode as Transparent
wherever it was displaying previously in lower-numbered releases as Virtual.

• If the you configure namespace <name> origin-server http follow header 
<header_name>, the show output for Proxy mode is now displayed as:
Transparent (Origin selection based on <headername> Header)

• If the you configure namespace <name> origin-server http follow dest-ip, the show 
output for Proxy mode is now displayed as:
Transparent (Origin selection based on Destination IP from user)

• If the you configure namespace <name> origin-server http follow header 
<header_name> use-client-ip or namespace <name> origin-server http follow dest-
ip use-client-ip, the show output for Proxy mode is now displayed as:
Transparent

ID 5780

Known Behavior
This section describes Media Flow Controller behavior, previously reported as Known Issues, 
that function as designed.

• Clustering

• Command Line Interface

• Raw-Disk-Cache-Manager
Known Behavior 15
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Clustering
• The configured server map “heart beat” request is sent even after removing the server-

map and the associated namespace. 
Any configuration updates to the NodeMap (cluster-map or origin-escalation-map) 
infrastructure are deferred until the delivery service (mod-delivery) receives an HTTP 
request. So, even if there is a change in the configuration (for example, the namespace is 
removed), the delivery service does not detect the changes until Media Flow Controller 
receives a client request.
Workaround: Send one request to Media Flow Controller after removing the server map 
and its namespace association.
ID: 5032

Command Line Interface
• If the same malformed XML file is fetched two times, then further server-map file queries 

are not made when configuring the server-map file-url, even after correcting the XML file.
The issue happens when the file-url command is re-issued after fixing the XML file; the 
timer is not reset and the download is not attempted.
Workaround: Use server-map refresh-force to update the file-url. 
ID: 5577

• Unable to find HFS+ superblock errors.
When initdisks.sh issues mount /dev/sdd1 /nkn/tmp, extra filesystems cause an error 
message. The /dev/sdd1partition is a raw partition; it cannot be mounted. The operating 
system (OS) tries to mount it using all configured filesystems. After failing to mount, the 
OS returns an error to initdisks, which expects that behavior.  The message is printed from 
the kernel, and will not be removed.
ID: 5810

Raw-Disk-Cache-Manager
• The media-cache disk <disk> disable command may not work for a few minutes after 

starting the Media Flow Controller service when a lot of cached data is in the disk.
Media Flow Controller tries to read some information about the URIs cached in the disk 
during startup. During this process, trying to disable the disks, the operation may not 
succeed.
Workaround: Wait for a few more minutes and then repeat the disk disable operation.
ID: 5033

Known Issues
This section identifies the known problems and limitations in this release. 

• Clustering

• Command Line Interface
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• Configuration

• HTTP

• Installation on Dell Equipment

• Logging

• Management Interfaces—CLI and Web GUI

• Media Manager

• Network Stack

• Origin Manager

• Raw Disk Cache Manager

• Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP)

• System Boot Warning

• Transparent Proxy Guideline

• Transparent Proxy Requirement

Clustering 
• Origin escalation does not happen for requests with an Authorization header. 

If the request includes an Authorization header and the first node returns 404, the request 
is not escalated to next node.
Workaround: Do not use an Authorization header in the request. 
ID: 5259

• Media Flow Controller closes the connection with the first node if the request is escalated 
to a second node when connection pooling (delivery protocol <protocol> conn-pool) is 
enabled.
Workaround: Disable connection pooling.
ID: 5326

• The cluster-map XML file, <ClusterMapEntry> tag does not process a server value 
identified by hostname.
In a server-map cluster-map XML file, while configuring a cluster node, you must provide 
the IP address of the node using the <ClusterMapEntry> tag. The IP address cannot be 
replaced with a hostname/FQDN. 
Workaround: Use an IP address for the cluster-map XML file <ClusterMapEntry> tag.
ID: 5250
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• Node selection algorithm in clustering treats uppercase and lowercase in HEX encoding 
characters as different entities.
If two requests for a URI with HEX encoded characters are received at the edge cache 
Media Flow Controller in two forms (one with uppercase, and the other with lowercase in 
the HEX encoding specifier), one request might be directed to a different intermediate 
cache than the other request.
For example:
http://www.xyz.com/%7E123.html and http://www.xyz.com/%7e123.html may be 
directed to different Intermediate caches.
Workaround: None.
ID: 5455

Command Line Interface
• The namespace <name> object list command output may contain duplicate entries 

when issuing the command in multiple windows.
The namespace <name> object list command may take more time to complete 
depending on the size of disks and the amount of data cached. We recommend that you 
not issue this command in parallel from different CLI sessions because doing so may 
trigger multiple background processes listing the objects and end up duplicating entries.
Workaround: Do not run namespace <name> object list command, or other time 
consuming commands,  in parallel.
ID: 5610

• Unable to list the specific URIs with special symbols.
• Media Flow Controller accepts URIs with the normalized form of URI names. If you try 

to list URIs with non-normalized URI names, Media Flow Controller does not display 
the URI.

• URIs with characters having special meaning in the linux shell (for example, \[, \*) do 
not get listed by the namespace <name> object list <uri> command. Other features 
of Media Flow Controller, like revalidation and eviction, work well for these URIs.

Workaround:
• Use normalized versions of URIs while listing (for example, http://www.xyz.com//

abc/../123/file.flv is processed as http://www.xyz.com/123/file.flv)
• Use namespace <name> object list all and look for the specific URI.
ID: 5626

• On reboot, 5 out of 10 interfaces have txquelen set to 1000 instead of 4096.
The recommended txqueuelen value for Media Flow Controller's interfaces is 4096. 
However, on Media Flow Controller reboot, sometimes the interfaces come up with 
txquelen set to 1000.
Workaround: Run show interfaces and verify that all the interfaces have txqueuelen set 
to 4096. If not, set the txqueuelen value using the CLI command interface <interface 
name> txqueuelen 4096.
ID: 5769
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• The server-map node-monitoring heartbeat connect-timeout value is taken as the 
minimum of the configured read-timeout and connect-timeout values.
Workaround: When configuring a cluster-map or origin-escalation-map server map, 
the configured node-monitoring heartbeat connect-timeout value must be less than or 
equal to the node-monitoring heartbeat read-timeout value.
ID: 5153 and 5118

• The virtual player CLI allows the configuration of the same query-string-parm to multiple 
variables. For example, signals session-id query-string-parm sid state query-string-
parm sid profile query-string-parm sid. 
Workaround: Configure virtual player query-string-parm variables to have different 
values. Query parameters configured at the origin must match the corresponding query-
string-parm values configured in the Media Flow Controller edge.
ID: 5439

• When an invalid license (malformed, not expired) is installed, a “Required condition was 
not met” error message is displayed.
Workaround: None; this message indicates a malformed license.
ID: 1633

• When a node type server-map (cluster-map or origin-escalation-map) has an issue with 
a configured server, the response is delayed and can make the CLI inaccessible.
Workaround: Raise the server-map file-url refresh-interval value so the refresh 
happens less frequently, to minimize the possiblity of this happening.
ID: 5537

• Avoid running parallel CPU-intensive operations.
Some management operations are CPU-intensive. If you run two or more operations in 
parallel in Media Flow Controller, you might receive several syslog messages, which can 
cause the CLI to hang for a few minutes. Data delivery is unaffected.
Workaround: Do not apply CPU-intensive commands, like show statistics and show 
cpu, while Media Flow Controller is performing operations like listing cached objects, and 
other disk-related operations.
ID: 5344 and 4414

• IP Filter rules MUST be set to accept the IP addresses and ports used by Media Flow 
Controller, including those configured in a server-map used in a namespace.
While configuring firewall IP filter rules, you must ensure that all IP addresses and ports 
used by Media Flow Controller services, including the loopback, are permitted. If they are 
blocked, some services like logging may not work and, in some cases the CLI can hang.
Workaround: If a server-map is being used, your firewall IP filters must permit packets 
from the machine where the server map XML file is hosted (the server-map file-url value) 
to reach the Media Flow Controller services. By default, Media Flow Controller uses ports 
80, 554, 111, 21, and 7958 on all interfaces and ports 8080, 22, and 443 on the  
management interface. These ports MUST NOT be blocked. 
Here is a sample configuration of an IP filter rule to allow all incoming connections to SSH 
and permit the management interface and port 22, where "172.19.172.179" is the 
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management interface and port 22 is for the SSH service:
ip filter chain INPUT rule insert 1 target ACCEPT dest-addr 172.19.172.179 

/32 protocol tcp dest-port 22

ID: 4159 and 4167

• The CLI commands ip name-server <name_server> and ip hostname <hostname> 
require you to issue service restart mod-delivery to take effect.
If the IP address of the name server is changed using ip name-server, the delivery 
service must be restarted. This is the same with the ip host <hostname> <ip> command.
Workaround: For every change in these CLI configurations (that is, a change or removal 
of the configured values), restart the service (service restart mod-delivery).
ID: 2453

• Media Flow Controller does not accept transparent proxy (T-proxy) connections on ports 
other than the default HTTP port 80.
Workaround: None. 
ID: 5097

• Configuring a server-map in sub-command mode does not work (“Internal error” occurs).
When configuring a server-map, the name and format-type must be given on the same 
line. If you give only the name (for example, server-map test), an error is displayed.
Workaround: Configure the server-map name and format-type on the same line. For 
example: 
server-map <name> format-type <type> 

ID: 5875

• The effect of the new network syn-cookie half-open-conn command is realized only 
after restart of the delivery service (service restart mod-delivery).
The network syn-cookie half-open-conn command defines the number of half-open 
connections the Media Flow Controller delivery module (mod-delivery) can handle; the 
default value is 1024. After Media Flow Controller starts listening on the server socket, the 
value cannot be changed unless the LISTEN socket of the delivery module is re-initialized. 
Workaround: After you change the value of network syn-cookie half-open-conn, 
restart the delivery service: 
service restart mod-delivery 

ID: 5871

Configuration 
• After installation, Media Flow Controller console connection may, occasionally, appear to 

be hung when the console is connected with cables that do not work well with hardware 
flow control ON.
Workaround: Replace the console cable.
ID: 5598
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HTTP
• Chunked objects are not cached if namespace <name> delivery protocol http origin-

fetch cache-fill client-driven is configured.
Chunked encoded objects, when fetched for the first time, are tunnelled directly from 
origin to client, and Media Flow Controller does an offline fetch in the aggressive caching 
path and caches the object. Configuring origin-fetch cache-fill client-driven disables the 
aggressive caching path and the caching of chunked encoded objects.
Workaround: If caching of chunked encoded objects is desired, configure origin-fetch 
cache-fill aggressive. This is the default configuration.
ID: 5612

• Performance issue due to namespace <name> delivery protocol http client-request 
revalidate-always functionality.
The revalidate-always namespace feature is disabled by default. So with default 
configurations, performance is not affected. If enabled, the feature results in at least one 
request sent to origin for each request that Media Flow Controller receives from a client. 
This may impact performance of the Media Flow Controller for URIs served from origin. 
The performance of URIs served from the Media Flow Controller caches is also affected 
while each client request triggers an update to the existing cache objects.
Workaround: None.
ID: 5733 

Installation on Dell Equipment
• During installation of Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.2 onto a Dell computer, the Host 

ID is not set properly. If a license, or licenses, for Release 2.0.2 are generated using that 
Dell Host ID, and you install Release 2.0.3, those licenses fail.  New licenses using the 
new Host ID are required.
This situation does not apply to upgrades, only to re-installations.
When installing Release 2.0.3 on a Dell machine that does not have Release 2.0.2 
installed, the Host ID gets set properly.

Logging 
• Some header fields are not logged in accesslog. The non-default format fields %C 

(cookie), %f (filename), and %e (env) do not log even when configured to do so. The %C 
format option, when added to the accesslog, logs the cookie name and value from an 
incoming request, but not from an inline response.
Headers present in the response from origin are not logged in accesslog.
Workaround: None. If Media Flow Controller accesslog is configured to log headers 
present in response from origin, those headers are not logged in accesslog.
ID: 636
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• Media Flow Controller logs the DELETE, TRACE, and PUT methods as UNKNOWN in the 
accesslog.
Workaround: None. Media Flow Controller does not handle DELETE, TRACE, and PUT 
in caching path. Because of this behavior, these methods are currently logged as 
UNKNOWN in the accesslog.
ID: 4567

Management Interfaces—CLI and Web GUI 
• If the management interface (eth0) was down during bootup, services like HTTPD and 

SSHD fail to start up.
When an interface is enabled as the management interface, the system automatically 
enables HTTPD and SSHD. However, when one or more of the interfaces on which  
management is enabled are shut down while the system is booting up, the respective 
daemons (HTTPD and SSHD) stop the initialization and exit. With those services shut 
down, neither the Web-based Management Console nor the CLI are available.
Workaround: Do not shut down the interface enabled for management when booting. Or 
start the services manualy by re-enabling the management interface (no interface 
<interface_name> shutdown).
ID: 1883

Media Manager
• With namespace <name> delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit: 

permit some revalidation requests/byte range requests do not inherit Host header from 
the client.
When delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req permit 
is configured, under load conditions, if the client crashes during a data fetch, Media Flow 
Controller still tries to fetch the full URI and cache it. In this process a byte range request 
is sent to origin. This request may not have the Host header inherited from the original 
request.
Workaround: None.
ID: 5637

• New objects are not ingested into a higher tier disk after the metadata partition is filled in a 
lower tier.
Media Flow Controller maintains a portion of disk to store URI attributes and metadata.  
Large numbers of extremely small files in the ingestion data set can fill this space. In this 
case, the URI promotion does not work. Data delivery continues to work.
Workaround: Free up disk space by deleting some URIs so that some of the directories 
are deleted.
ID: 5770
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Network Stack 
• Issues with T-proxy and Destination (Origin) IP-based ACL rules.

If you want to deny or permit transparent proxy connections based on the destination 
(origin) IP address, you cannot achieve this currently because the incoming packet's 
destination IP is redirected to the Media Flow Controller IP (when namespace proxy-
more transparent on-ip is configured).
ID: 3955 

Origin Manager 
• After tunneling an HTTP request to an RTSP origin server, Media Flow Controller does not 

send any response to the HTTP client.
Media Flow Controller does not deliver a video on demand (VOD) that is cached from an 
RTSP origin server to an HTTP client.
Workaround: None. HTTP delivery with an origin-server configured as RTSP 
(namespace origin-server rtsp) is not supported in Release 2.0.3.
ID: 5463

• If Media Flow Controller is configured to accept requests from a non-default HTTP port 
(HTTP port is 80), Media Flow Controller does not accept them when in Virtual-proxy 
mode.
Workaround: Use the default HTTP port 80. 
ID: 4111

Raw Disk Cache Manager
• Soft Disk error - disk removal-mount new-bring it back up online.

Media Flow Controller associates physical disk slots with the disk serial number. So if a 
disk with cached data is removed and inserted into an empty slot, the media-cache disk 
mount-new command fails to bring it online again in the new slot.
Workaround: After a disk is made online in a slot, retain the disk in the same slot. Adding 
new disks to new slots works. If a disk is removed, re-inserting it to the same slot  works.
ID: 5622

• Pull out a disk and, after mfd-restore, the cache list shows TYPE_UNKNOWN.
If a disk with name dc_<n> is removed from the system and a manufacture with the mfd-
restore option is used, Media Flow Controller displays a row with disk name dc_<n> with 
TYPE_UNKNOWN against the Tier field.
Workaround: You can ignore this row. Any new disk that is inserted appears as 
dc_<m+1>, where m is the maximum number of disks present in the system.
ID: 5756
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• Media Flow Controller does not work with RAID storage controllers. 
The design of Media Flow Controller requires accessing the physical disks directly. So 
storage devices like RAID, which involve virtual partitions, do not work.
Workaround: Remove the RAID and connect the physical disks directly.
ID: 2294

• With Hewlett Packard P410® smart array controller, Media Flow Controller fails to detect 
the correct cache-type.
Workaround: A new media-cache disk subcommand has been added, disk-type, which 
allows you to change the disk type for a particular drive. When you execute this command, 
you must restart the delivery service (service restart mod-delivery). 
ID: 5804

Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP)
• Media Flow Controller is not fetching the video on demand (VOD) request from an RTSP 

origin server if the request is HTTP. 
If a namespace is configured with origin-server rtsp, and an HTTP client requests a VOD 
that is not the Media Flow Controller cache, Media Flow Controller does not trigger an 
RTSP session to fetch the VOD from that RTSP origin server, but rejects the HTTP 
request with a "501 Not Implemented" response.
Workaround: If a namespace is configured with origin-server rtsp, make sure an RTSP 
client requests the VOD that is not in the Media Flow Controller cache.
ID: 4863

• Media Flow Controller continues to serve video on demand (VOD) after the VOD has 
expired. 
Consider that the VOD's total play time is 10 minutes and its expiry time in the Media Flow 
Controller cache is T+300 seconds. At T seconds, if the RTSP client requests the VOD, 
Media Flow Controller starts serving the VOD to the client. At the time of serving the 301th 
second of audio and video frame to the client, the VOD in Media Flow Controller expires. 
But Media Flow Controller continues to serve the remaining 300 seconds of the expired 
VOD to the RTSP client.
Workaround: None.
ID: 5551

System Boot Warning
• In rare cases a warning message similar to the following may be displayed during system 

boot:
EXT3-fs warning: maximal mount count reached, running e2fsck is 

recommended

You can safely ignore this message.
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Transparent Proxy Guideline
• When you are configuring multiple transparent proxy namespaces, we recommend that 

you use the same Media Flow Controller interface IP address under proxy-mode 
transparent on-ip for  each namespace. 
Here is a sample configuration with the same interface IP address for proxy-mode 
transparent on-ip in multiple T-proxy namespaces:
namespace TP1 match uri / precedence 0
namespace TP1 origin-server http follow dest-ip use-client-ip
namespace TP1 proxy-mode transparent on-ip 100.114.144.120
namespace TP1 status active
namespace TP1 virtual-player youtube

namespace TP2 match uri / precedence 1
namespace TP2 origin-server http follow dest-ip use-client-ip
namespace TP2 proxy-mode transparent on-ip 100.114.144.120
namespace TP2 status active
namespace TP2 virtual-player “”

Transparent Proxy Requirement
• Media Flow Controller does not differentiate content based on cookie values. With the 

default configuration, Media Flow Controller caches the responses corresponding to the 
requests having cookies. When another client requests the same page with a different 
cookie value, the cached object is delivered to Client2, regardless of the cookie value.
Workaround: When configuring Transparent Proxy (sometimes referred to as T-proxy), 
configure namespace <name> delivery protocol http client-request cookie action no-
cache.

Resolved Known Issues
These Known Issues were reported in the Release 2.0.2 Release Notes and have now been
resolved.

• Clustering

• FTP

• HTTP

Clustering
• Clients may receive 404 responses if the infrastructure is heavily loaded.

In a edge cache or intermediate cache scenario, if the infrastructure is not able to satisfy 
the read and connect latency requirements, then the cache may be marked as “down” 
and the clients may be served with 404 responses. This can happen if the requested client 
load is exceeding the capacity of the infrastructure to deliver the client data and meet the 
transparent failover constraints of detection and failover within 200 msecs (default).
ID: 5084 and 5512
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FTP
• Prestaging files is slow and a single large file taking more than 60 seconds to ingest does 

not get ingested. This has been resolved by changing the daemon behavior; now, if the 
daemon finds a file in the pre-stage area, it does not check if the file is already in the 
cache; if the file is already in the cache, it skips the file.
Media Flow Controller performs prestaging using a daemon that checks for new files in the 
FTP user's home directory every 60 seconds:
• The prestage daemon picks 10 files every 60 seconds and ingests them into Media 

Flow Controller.
• If the you intend to pre-stage a different version of an already-cached URI, delete the 

existing entry using namespace <name> object delete <uri> and then pre-stage the 
new copy of the URI.  

ID 5763

• Ingesting a file with the same name as one that has already been ingested is not 
supported. This issue is resolved.
ID: 940

• Not able to ingest a 1GB file.
The partition size prohibited ingestion of a 1GB file. This has been fixed by moving 
ftphome to a different partition with more space. 
ID 2604

HTTP
• When Transparent proxy and Reverse Proxy namespaces co-exist, proper precedence 

must be configured to route traffic to the appropriate namespace.
Under common scenarios, Transparent proxy is used to accept traffic matching all the 
URIs from any domain, whereas Reverse proxy is used to accept traffic from a specific 
domain. When configuring Transparent and Reverse proxy namespaces in a single Media 
Flow Controller, traffic destined for the Reverse proxy namespace may be directed instead 
to the Transparent proxy namespace. To avoid this, set a precedence value such as 0 or 
1 (low value = high preference) in the Reverse proxy namespace and a precedence value 
such as 9 or 10 in the Transparent proxy namespace.
ID 5155

Documentation Errata and Additions
This section describes errors in, and additions to, the Media Flow Controller Administrator’s 
Guide and CLI Command Reference.

• Creating Virtual Players for YouTube Caching

• Inserting New Disks into a VXA Series Media Flow Engine

• Installing From CD When the Media is Not Recognized
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• IP Filtering

• Managing Alarm States

• Using the collect counter Command

• Using the eth-setup Command

• Using the management interface Command

Creating Virtual Players for YouTube Caching
• The task for “Configuring YouTube Video Caching” in Chapter 3, “Configuration Tasks,” of 

the Media Flow Controller Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command Reference shows the 
wrong value, toff,  for the seek query-string-parm. 
The correct value to use for the seek query-string-parm for configuring YouTube video 
caching is begin.
ID: 5470

Inserting New Disks into a VXA Series Media Flow Engine
• The task for “Replacing Bad Disks” in Chapter 5, “Media Flow Controller Fault 

Management,” of the Media Flow Controller Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command 
Reference is incorrect for VXA Series hardware when adding one or more new disks to a 
slot that was never used (configured) before. Media Flow Controller only searches for new 
disks at manufacture time. The “Replacing Bad Disks” procedure does work when 
replacing a disk in a previously configured slot. 
ID: 5709
To add a disk, or disks, on a VXA Series Media Flow Engine to an unconfigured slot:

1. From Enable or Configuration mode in the CLI, check the current drive list; you may 
want to note the drives you have installed:
show media-cache disk list

2. Insert the new disks and reboot:
reload

3. When you are prompted to open the Adaptec Utility, press Ctrl+a to open the utility. 
The Adaptec Utility menu is displayed.

4. Select Array Configuration Utility. 
The Configuration Change confirmation window is displayed.

5. Select Accept. 
The Configuration Utility Main menu is displayed. 

6. Use the arrow keys to select Initialize Drives, and press Enter. 
A list of discovered drives is displayed.

7. Select the drive or drives that you added,  and press Enter.  
A warning message is displayed.
If you are unsure which drives to select, you can use the Esc key to exit to the 
Adaptec Utility menu and use the Disk Utilities function to identify the drives.
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8. Enter Yes. 
An Initializing is Done message is displayed. 

9. Press any key to continue. 
The Configuration Utility Main menu is displayed.

10. Select Create JBOD, and press Enter. 
A drives list is displayed.

11. Select the new drives, and press Enter. 
A confirmation window is displayed.

12. Enter Yes.
The Adaptec Utility menu is displayed.  

13. Press Esc to exit the Adaptec Utility. 
The system reboots automatically.

14. Using the Media Flow Controller CLI, mount the new disks and activate them:
media-cache disk mount-new
show media-cache disk list
media-cache disk <disk_name> activate

15. Verify the new disks are properly mounted:
show media-cache disk list

Note! The documented disk replacement procedure for replacing a bad disk on VXA Series
works correctly provided that Media Flow Controller can still identify the disk (show media-
cache disk list).

Installing From CD When the Media is Not Recognized
• If you are installing Media Flow Controller using a CD, under certain circumstances (for 

example, when PXE boot was used; or you are booting on a machine that shares the CD-
ROM drive with other machines) Media Flow Controller may not immediately detect the 
installation media. A new menu item has been added to the installation menu for this 
situation. The installation menu used to be:

Specify the URL to install from or
1 to Reboot without installing or restoring
2 to Halt without installing or restoring

The new installation menu is this:
Specify the URL to install from or
1 to Reboot without installing or restoring
2 to Halt without installing or restoring
3 to Attempt to install from Installation Media

Use option 3 if your installation media is not getting recognized.
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IP Filtering
• IP filter rules were added in Release 2.0.2 and not documented. This is the 

documentation, syntax and descriptions, for the ip filter commands.
ip filter

chain {FORWARD | INPUT | OUTPUT} 
clear 
policy {ACCEPT | DROP} 
rule {move | append | insert | set | modify} target <target> 

[<rule_arguments>]
enable

• ip filter—Configure IP filtering. The ip filter commands operate on nodes  that are 
implemented using IP tables, they implicitly operate only on the filter table.
• chain <chain_name>—Choose a chain name, FORWARD, INPUT, or OUTPUT and 

take an action:
• clear—Delete all rules from the specified chain.
• policy <policy>—Set the policy (default target) for a specified chain, or reset 

to  its default (with no).  All of the rules on this chain are overrides of this default. 
Only these targets are allowed:  
− ACCEPT—Accept all traffic by default for this chain. Default for OUTPUT chain.
− DROP—Drop all traffic by default for this chain. Default for FORWARD and 

INPUT chains.
• rule <rule_number>—Add a filtering rule to the specified chain (in the "filter" 

table), overwrite an existing rule, or delete an existing rule. If you specify a chain 
and rule using the no variant (no ip filter chain <chain_name> rule 
<rule_number>), just that rule is deleted and higher number rules are moved to 
close the gap. If you specify a chain and just the keyword rule using the no 
variant, all the rules for that chain are deleted and the chain’s policy and baseline 
are reset to their defaults. See “ip filter chain rule arguments” on page 30 for rule 
arguments. Only ACCEPT and DROP are allowed targets.
− move <rule_number> to <rule_number>—IP filter rules are applied in the 

order in which they are placed in the IP filter table. Use this command to move 
a rule from one place in the IP table to another. Surrounding rules are re-
numbered to keep the numbers consecutive. 

− append tail target<target> <rule_argument>—Add a new rule after all 
the existing rules. 

− insert <rule_number> target<target> <rule_argument>—insert a 
new rule before the existing rule with the specified number; the number 
specified must be that of an existing rule.  The rule specified and all above it 
are re-numbered to make room for the new rule.

− set <rule_number> target<target> <rule_argument>—Specify the rule 
number of an existing rule to overwrite with the new rule.  No attempt is made 
to merge the old rule and new; the old one is obliterated.

− modify <rule_number> target<target> <rule_argument>— Specify the 
rule number of an existing rule to modify.  Only the parameters specified in 
this invocation are changed; everything else is left untouched, except that 
setting a criterion removes any corresponding not- criterion, and vice-versa.

• enable—Enable or disable (with no) IP filtering of network traffic. Default is disabled. 
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ip filter chain rule arguments
The following optional arguments are available for ip filter chain <chain> rule <rule> target 
<target>. The following  conditions apply:

• There must always be at least one rule.

• Each of the not-* arguments is mutually exclusive with the corresponding positive 
argument.

• If a given kind of restriction is not specified, there is assumed to be no restriction for that 
type of criteria.

• All criteria specified are ANDed together.  There is no way to specify for criteria to be 
ORed within a single rule; rather, you would need to have  multiple rules with the same 
target.

Note!  An <IPv4 netmask> may be given either as a netmask (for example,  255.255.255.0);
or as a mask length preceded by a forward slash (for example,  /24).

• comment <string>—Specify a comment for the specified rule.

• dest-addr <IPv4 prefix><IPv4 netmask>—Match a specific destination address 
range.

• dest-port <port_or_port_range>—Match a specific destination port or port range.

• dup-delete—After adding or modifying the rule, delete all other pre-existing rules that 
are duplicates of it.  By default, there is no duplicate detection, and creation of duplicates 
is freely permitted.

• in-intf <interface_name>—Match a specific (single) inbound interface.

• not-dest-addr <IPv4 prefix><IPv4 netmask>—Do not match a specific destination 
address range.

• not-dest-port <port_or_port_range>—Do not match a specific destination port or 
port range.

• not-in-intf <interface_name>—Do not match a specific inbound interface.

• not-out-intf <interface_name>—Do not match a specific outbound interface.

• not-protocol <protocol>—Do not match a specific protocol. See protocol argument 
description, below, for details. 

• not-source-addr  <IPv4 prefix><IPv4 netmask>—Do not match a specific source 
address range

• not-source-port <port_or_port_range>—Do not match a specific source port or 
port range.

• out-intf <interface_name>—Match a specific (single) outbound interface.

• protocol <protocol>—Match a specific protocol. The available protocols are tcp, udp, 
icmp, and all.  Not specifying a  protocol is the same as specifying protocol all.  
Specifying not-protocol all will not match anything.  If tcp or udp are selected for the 
protocol, you may specify source  and/or destination ports as well (if icmp is selected, 
these options are  either ignored, or produce an error.)  The source or destination  port 
may each be either a single number, or a range specified as  <low>-<high>; for example, 
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10-20 would specify ports 10 through 20,  inclusive.  Only one port or port range may be 
specified per type; that is, one for source, and/or one for destination.

• source-addr  <IPv4 prefix><IPv4 netmask>—Match a specific source address 
range.

• source-port <port_or_port_range>—Match a specific source port or port range.

• state—Match packets in a particular state.  The state criteria has to do with the 
classification of the packet relative to existing connections.  If there are more than one 
state, they should be separated by commas; for example, ESTABLISHED,RELATED. A 
packet can be in one of three  states:
• ESTABLISHED—It is associated with an existing connection which has seen traffic in 

both directions.
• RELATED—It opens a new connection, but one which is related to an established 

connection. 
• NEW—It opens a new, unrelated connection.  

Managing Alarm States
• In Chapter 7, “Media Flow Controller CLI Commands,” of the Media Flow Controller 

Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command Reference, the description for stats alarms 
omits information about alarm states.
Alarms can be in one of two states:

• OK—The alarm is in a normal state.
• ERROR—The alarm is already triggered and it is in the error state.
You can specify the error-threshold and clear-threshold levels for alarms using the 
stats commands; for example:

stats alarm total_byte_rate rising error-threshold 10
stats alarm total_byte_rate rising clear-threshold 1

In this example, after the total_byte_rate stat alarm goes beyond 10, the alarm state 
changes to ERROR. The state changes to OK only when the total_byte_rate stat alarm 
comes to less than or equal to 1.

Using the collect counter Command
• The collect counter command was added in Release 2.0.2 and not documented. This is 

the documentation, syntax and descriptions, for the collect counter commands.
collect counters detail {<name> | - } frequency <seconds> duration 

<seconds>

• collect counters—Collect counter detail data, specified by Customer Support, at a 
specified frequency, for a specified duration. The collect counter command creates a 
file, counters-<Media Flow Controller_name>-<date-time>.txt, accessible via the file 
debug-dump upload command.

• detail <name>—You must get the detail name from Customer Support, see 
“Requesting Technical Support” on page 11.

• frequency <seconds>—How often the collection will run.
• duration <seconds>—How long the collection will run.
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Using the eth-setup Command
• The task for “Configuring Interfaces, Hostname, Domain List, DNS, and Default Gateway” 

in Chapter 3, “Configuration Tasks,” of the Media Flow Controller Administrator’s Guide 
and CLI Command Reference shows the wrong installation method name for naming the 
Ethernet interfaces, eth-setup. 
The correct installation method name is Ethernet naming options. At the time of 
installation, the installation menu offers several Ethernet naming options so you can easily 
set the correct interface to be eth0. This is fully documented in the Media Flow Controller 
and Media Flow Manager Installation Guide.
ID: 5828

Using the management interface Command
• In Chapter 7, “Media Flow Controller CLI Commands,” of the Media Flow Controller 

Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command Reference, the description for the management 
interface command omits a warning that using the management interface command to 
name eth0 may also rename some or all of the Ethernet interfaces. 
That chapter also shows wrong syntax for the command, management interface 
<interface_name>. The correct syntax is management interface <Mac_address>.
ID: 5829

Related Documentation
Juniper Networks provides the following technical documentation for Media Flow Controller 
and Media Flow Manager. You can obtain this documentation at the Juniper Networks Media 
Flow Solution Technical Documentation page.

• Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller™ Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command 
Reference
Provides product and feature overviews, procedures including log and fault management, 
and describes all CLI commands.

• Juniper Networks Media Flow Manager Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command 
Reference
Provides product and feature overviews, task procedures, and describes all CLI 
commands.

• Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller™ and Media Flow Manager™ Installation Guide
Provides requirements and particulars of setting up a Media Flow Controller, or Media 
Flow Manager, as well as how to save and apply a configuration, how to upgrade, and 
installation chapters for CD-ROM/USB installs, and PXE installs.

• Juniper Networks™ Glossary
A comprehensive list of terminology used in Juniper Networks documentation.

To obtain the most current release of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the
product documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at
http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/ .
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Juniper Networks supports a technical book program to publish books by Juniper Networks
engineers and subject matter experts with book publishers around the world. These books go
beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration using JUNOS Software and Juniper Networks devices. In
addition, the Juniper Networks Technical Library, published in conjunction with O'Reilly Media,
explores improving network security, reliability, and availability using JUNOS configuration
techniques. All the books are for sale at technical bookstores and book outlets around the
world. The current list can be viewed at http://www.juniper.net/books.
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